1. (SBU) Summary: The Israel Navy Force intercepted the "Jewish Boat to Gaza" on September 28 and towed it to the Israeli port of Ashdod. Israeli activists on board were arrested and later released on bail. The Israeli Ministry of Interior offered foreign activists immediate repatriation; American citizen Lillian Rosengarten departed Israel early on September 29. Rosengarten was met by Embassy staff at Ben Gurion International Airport, and signed a Privacy Act waiver prior to departure; she reported no issues regarding mistreatment, confiscated property, or health. The IDF Spokesperson's office stated the boarding of the ship occurred without incident. Israeli media outlets and the "Jewish Boat to Gaza" website refute this claim, charging that one Israeli activist was tasered during the boarding; Rosengarten also reported that the IDF used a taser gun on an activist. The MFA noted that the Israeli activists are entitled to file charges with the Israeli police, who would
then be obliged to open an investigation. End summary.

2. (U) A statement from the IDF Spokesperson's office noted that the boarding of the "Seve Y Two" (also known as the "Irene" to the Israeli MFA and press) "was without incident" and that "no violence of any kind" was used by either the passengers or the INF. The IDF Spokesperson's statement reiterated that Israeli naval ships transmitted two warnings to the captain of the ship, making clear that the intent to sail to Gaza was illegal. Overhead video footage released on YouTube shows IDF soldiers boarding as two INF vessels flanked the ship. IDF Spokesperson Brigadier General Avi Benayahu said during a September 28 interview with Israel Radio that he regretted the INF is "forced to be diverted from its primary mission of fighting terrorism, and must deal instead with a strange mission like this of a yacht that has no connection to humanitarian aid, and is nothing other than a provocation."

3. (SBU) Lillian Rosengarten, the only American citizen on board the "Irene," accepted the GOI's offer of immediate repatriation. As reported septel, CONS staff met Rosengarten at Ben Gurion International Airport, and she departed early on September 29 on an El Al flight bound for Newark. Rosengarten signed a full Privacy Act waiver, and asked that CONS contact her son-in-law. She reported no issues regarding mistreatment, confiscated property, or health. She was, however, quite shaken from her experience and expressed gratitude for the Embassy's assistance.

4. (U) Israeli press reports that several "Irene" passengers claim the IDF used excessive force when boarding the ship. A former Israel Air Force pilot on board the ship, said there were "no words to describe what (the passengers) went through during the takeover," and claimed the IDF used a taser gun on him. He noted that there was a large discrepancy between the IDF's account of a peaceful boarding and what actually occurred. A reporter affiliated with Israel's Channel 10, affirmed a reporter's account of the boarding, including the use of the taser gun. In her conversation with CONS staff, Rosengarten reported that the IDF had used a taser gun on one of the activists. The "Jewish Boat to Gaza" website reported that the Israeli passengers were released from police custody on bail, while three international passengers accepted immediate repatriation. The website noted that Dr. Edith Lutz from Germany remains in the Givon Detention Center after refusing immediate repatriation.

5. (SBU) MFA said September 29 that the MFA considers the "case closed" regarding the "Irene." He noted that the MFA had made clear to the IDF and the Ministry of Interior that the individuals on board be treated with respect and care -- including especially AmCit Rosengarten. While the activists' views do not correspond to the GOI's perspective, they are nevertheless entitled to their opinions, said. He had no further information regarding allegations of abuse. As an Israeli citizen, is entitled to file charges with the Israeli police; the IDF would then be obliged to investigate the incident, said. He reiterated that the INF had been instructed to refrain from any use of violence during the boarding.

CUNNINGHAM
CONFIDENTIAL

1. (C) Summary: The GOI is monitoring a yacht that departed northern Cyprus on September 26 ostensibly bound for the Egyptian port of El-Arish. "Jews for Justice for Palestinians" activists on board the ship have announced their intention to break the IDF naval blockade to bring a "symbolic" amount of aid to Gaza. The ship's organizers have stated that they do not intend to use violence or confront the IDF.
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6. (SBU) The Israeli press has reported extensively on the "Jews for Justice for Palestinians" UK-flagged catamaran named "Irene." According to press reports, the eight activists and two journalists on board the "Irene" are hoping to bring to Gaza a "symbolic amount of aid" including toys, textbooks, musical instruments, fishing gear and outboard motors for fishing boats, and prosthetic limbs. Activists on board include [ ] an Israeli man who lost his daughter to a terrorist attack in 1997; 82-year old Holocaust survivor and founder of the Jewish-Arab community of Neve Shalom and [ ], a former IAF pilot who allegedly called on INF members to disobey orders and not stop the ship.
7. (SBU) Post has not confirmed whether there are American citizens on board the catamaran. We will continue to track the ship's progress through the IDF, as well as coordinate with the MFA.
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1. NAME: Rosengarten, Lillian
2. SEX: Female
3. DPOB: __________
4. PASSPORT: __________
5. OTHER NATIONALITIES, IF ANY, AND HOW ACQUIRED: None.
6. LAST KNOWN U.S. ADDRESS: __________
7. DATE/PLACE OF ARREST: September 28, 2010, Ashdod Port
8. CONDITION OF ARRESTEE: Normal
9. CHARGES: Unspecified
10. PLACE OF DETENTION: Ben Gurion Airport
11. JUDICIAL STATUS: Deported
13. PRIVACY ACT WAIVER: Yes. On 09/28/10, subject signed a full PAW.
14. NOTIFICATION: Post was notified of subject's arrest by the MFA and confirmed by the Oz Unit of the Israel Immigration Police, on 09/28/10. In addition, details regarding the arrival of the ship "Irene" bound for Gaza were published in the Israeli media.
15. ACCESS: On 09/28/10, Conoff visited subject at Ben Gurion Airport, where she was detained until she was able to board her return flight to the U.S.
16. OTHER AMERICANS ARRESTED: None.
17. MISTREATMENT: None.
18. PROPERTY CONFISCATED: None.
19. JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS: - DEPORTED ON September 29, 2010
20. REMARKS: On 09/28/10, Subject set sail from Cyprus with a group of ten Jewish peace activists organized by the "Jews for Justice for Palestinians." According to the ship's organizers and Israeli media reports, the Israeli Navy hailed the ship shortly before 1000 hours local time on 09/28/10, asking the ship's origin, destination, and nationalities on board. The activists noted that the Irene had departed Famagusta, Cyprus, with Israelis, Brits, an American and a German on board, and announced their intention to sail to Gaza to deliver aid to the Gazan population. At that point, the Israeli Navy ship boarded and escorted the Irene to the Ashdod Port. Upon emarkation, subject was taken to the Holon
processing center, and then to the Ben Gurion Airport for her return flight.

MFA placed a call to CONS immediately following subject's embarkation from the ship at the Ashdod Port. Subject stated that she was in good health and was ready to sign the necessary papers to enable her immediate departure from Israel. Subject added that although the experience was frightening, she and the other members of the group were being treated well by Israeli officials. Subject requested Embassy assistance in contacting her daughter in NY to apprise her of her situation.

Conoff visited subject during her late evening detention at the Ben Gurion Airport detention center on 09/28. Subject appeared to be in good health and spirits and had no specific complaints or requests. Conoff later confirmed with the immigration authorities that subject departed Israel at 12:20 a.m., 09/29, via El Al airlines to Newark, NJ, ETA 06:30.

Post considers this case closed.

25. ADVISING NOK OR OTHERS: On 09/28/10, Conoff contacted subject's daughter, [BLANK] to apprise her of her mother's situation.
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Subject: (S) Gaza Counter Arms Smuggling Initiative, Oslo Meeting June 28 - 29, 2011

1. [SBU] Summary:

2. [S] Summary continued:
3. (U) Background on GCASI:

Chair's Remarks on the Political and Economic Situation in Gaza

4. 

5. 
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2. (SBU) Denmark will convene a workshop Feb 4-5 in Copenhagen with participants from U.S., UK, France, Netherlands, Denmark, Spain, Italy, Germany and Canada to develop the context for a new international effort to block arms flows to Gaza. Ambassador Stephen Mull will lead the U.S. delegation. The Workshop will have three focus areas and associated subgroups:

A. Intelligence Cooperation: Experts will share intelligence assessments and gaps, and develop mechanisms for turning the former into actionable information.

B. Legal Authorities/Diplomatic: Experts will develop common legal authority for interdiction efforts (most likely based on existing mechanisms in CTF 150 and other current mil ops in region).

C. Operations: Military experts will assess adequacy of existing assets in the region and develop plans for filling any gaps.

3. (SBU) The U.S. delegation plans to float a draft Statement of Principles laying out the new interdiction mechanism for refinement in Copenhagen and reference back to capitals. Ideally, participating states would publicly associate themselves with the Statement of Principles in the near future, perhaps at a formal event at a level to be determined. End Summary.

ACTION REQUEST

4. (SBU) Attached for posts' background are papers intended for distribution in Copenhagen. Action addressee posts are requested to provide these to invited governments on a close hold basis. Papers include: (1) four discussion papers -- an overview plus one per subgroup -- with questions intended to elicit constructive discussion, (2) the draft statement of principles, and (3) a non-paper on legal authorities. Please note that these papers should be treated as for distribution to Copenhagen participants only.

5. (U) If posts have any questions, please contact NEA/RA Michael Adler (AdlerMJ@state.gov/202 647-1427) or T Executive Assistant Constantinos Nicolaidis (NicolaidisCC@state.gov/202 647-4901) for further information. End Action Request

6. (SBU) Begin Text Overview Discussion Paper
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1 (SBU) Summary: The Israel Navy Force intercepted the "Jewish Boat to Gaza" on September 28 and towed it to the Israeli port of Ashdod. Israeli activists on board were arrested and later released on bail. The Israeli Ministry of Interior offered foreign activists immediate repatriation. An American citizen departed Israel early on September 29 was met by Embassy staff at Ben Gurion International Airport, and signed a Privacy Act waiver prior to departure; she reported no issues regarding mistreatment, confiscated property, or health. The IDF Spokesperson's office stated the boarding of the ship occurred without incident. Israeli media outlets and the "Jewish Boat to Gaza" website refute this claim, charging that one Israeli activist was tasered during the boarding; also reported that the IDF used a laser gun on an activist. The MFA noted that the Israeli activists are entitled to file charges with the Israeli police, who would
then be obliged to open an investigation. End summary.

2. (U) A statement from the IDF Spokesperson's office noted that the boarding of the "Sven Y Two" (also known as the "Irene") by the Israeli MFA and press "was without incident" and that "no violence of any kind" was used by either the passengers or the INF. The IDF Spokesperson's statement reiterated that Israeli naval ships transmitted two warnings to the captain of the ship, making clear that the intent to sail to Gaza was illegal. Overhead video footage released on YouTube shows IDF soldiers boarding as two INF vessels flanked the ship. IDF Spokesperson Brigadier General Avi Benayahu said during a September 28 interview with Israel Radio that he regretted the INF is "forced to be diverted from its primary mission of fighting terrorism, and must deal instead with a strange mission like this of a yacht that has no connection to humanitarian aid, and is nothing other than a provocation."

3. (SBU) The only American citizen on board the "Irene," accepted the GOI's offer of immediate repatriation. As reported septet, CONS staff met at Ben Gurion International Airport, and she departed early on September 29 on an El Al flight bound for Newark. She signed a full Privacy Act waiver, and asked that CONS contact her. She reported no issues regarding mistreatment, confiscated property, or health. She was, however, quite shaken from her experience and expressed gratitude for the Embassy's assistance.

4. (U) Israeli press reports that several "Irene" passengers claim the IDF used excessive force when boarding the ship. CAPT (res.) a former Israel Air Force pilot on board the ship, said there were "no words to describe what the (passengers) went through during the takeover," and claimed the IDF used a taser gun on him. He noted that there was a large discrepancy between the IDF's account of a peaceful boarding and what actually occurred. A reporter affiliated with Israel's Channel 10, affirmed account of the boarding, including the use of the taser gun. In her conversation with CONS staff, reported that the IDF had used a taser gun on one of the activists. The "Jewish Boat to Gaza" website reported that the Israeli passengers were released from police custody on bail, while three international passengers accepted immediate repatriation. The website noted that Germany remains in the Givon Detention Center after refusing immediate repatriation.

5. (SBU) MFA Deputy Director General for North America Barukh Bina said September 29 that the MFA considers the "case closed" regarding the "Irene." He noted that the MFA had made clear to the IDF and the Ministry of Interior that the individuals on board be treated with respect and care—including especially AmOr. While the activists' views do not correspond to the GOI's perspective, they are nevertheless entitled to their opinions, Bina said. He had no further information regarding allegations of abuse. As an Israeli citizen, is entitled to file charges with the Israeli police; the IDF would then be obliged to investigate the incident, Bina said. He reiterated that the INF had been instructed to refrain from any use of violence during the boarding.
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1. (U) Summary and Action Request: Representatives from Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, the UK, and the U.S.
reached agreement in London on
March 13 on a Program of Action on interdiction of the
flow of arms to Gaza. Text of the Program of Action is
in paragraph six. Department requests USNATO,
in coordination with the Canadian and UK missions,
to brief the North Atlantic Council (NAC), or at post's
discretion the most appropriate forum, on the outcome
of the London conference, the agreed Program of Action,
and the planned Ottawa
conference scheduled for June 10-11.

2. (U) Objective: To encourage NATO members' support for
the Program of Action on Gaza arms smuggling interdiction,
as agreed upon in London March 13, and a successful
follow-up meeting in Ottawa.

3. (SBU) Background: Building on the
February 4-5 discussions in Copenhagen,
representatives of nine governments
(Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Norway, the UK, and the U.S.)
met in London on March 13 and reached agreement
on a Program of Action for measures
to help prevent and interdict arms smuggling to Gaza.
The Program of Action aims to enhance coordination of
information and intelligence sharing, diplomatic
engagement, and military and law enforcement activities.
Text of the Program of Action appears in paragraph six.

4. (U) Next Steps: Canada has agreed to host the next
meeting of participating governments June 10-11. This
meeting will
include a table top planning exercise to enable participants
to better
understand national capabilities and authorities under
various scenarios.

5. (SBU) Egypt and Israel: As was the case in Copenhagen,
the UK invited both Israel and Egypt to send observers
to the London meeting. The Israelis accepted the
invitation; the Egyptians did not. We will continue to
update
the Egyptians privately about this effort.

6. (SBU) Begin Text Program of Action:

This initiative constitutes a response to persistent
concerns over the flow of weapons to the Gaza Strip.
These efforts should be seen in the context of efforts
to support an immediate and durable cease-fire, including
a cessation of all violence such as rocket attacks against
Israel and all other hostilities directed against
civilians, and the unimpeded provision of humanitarian
assistance to Gaza as well as the sustained re-opening of
crossing points on the basis of the
2005 Agreement on Movement and Access. The initiative aims to develop an effective framework for international cooperation, supplementary to measures taken by regional states to prevent and interdict the illicit flow of arms, ammunition, and weapons components, to Gaza.

Participating governments seek to enhance efforts to prevent and interdict the illicit trafficking of arms, ammunition and weapons components to Gaza and within their jurisdiction to prevent the facilitation of such transfers. The Governments confirm their commitment to support efforts of regional states through activities farther afield. The Governments reaffirm that the international community has a responsibility to support prevention and interdiction efforts and that such efforts may involve a broad range of tools to include diplomatic, military, intelligence, and law enforcement components. These efforts build upon UNSCR 1860 and the principles and obligations pursuant to transfers of arms or related materials established in relevant UNSCRs including 1747.

They recognize that these efforts include measures to prevent, disrupt, delay, stop, or seize illicit transfers of arms, ammunition and weapons components and offer a range of roles for members of the international community, taking into account counter-terrorism and non-proliferation conventions and regimes. Participation in this effort does not obligate states to take any specific action. Cooperative actions may involve only some of the participants.

Participating governments will support, in conformity with international and domestic law, and given national capabilities, a range of actions which could include:

- **Sharing Information and Intelligence**

  -- Enhance information gathering and sharing to support effective and timely prevention and interdiction measures, while protecting the confidential character of classified information. Such sharing would include the broadest possible array of relevant information about points of origin, contents, carriers and transit routes of suspect shipments.

- **Operating within existing or supplemental authorities and resources**

  -- Review and provide information on current authorities and resources, including customary international law and other regimes and initiatives; consider the potential means to enhance them and ways to develop additional tools, including through bilateral ship-boarding agreements and national legislation. Conduct regular consultations among legal experts aimed at efficient implementation of
those authorities.

Coordinating diplomatic engagement

-- Coordinate approaches to flag, port, transit, origin and other states as appropriate to encourage full cooperation for prevention and interdiction efforts, to dissuade transit states from allowing their territory from being used to transfer arms, ammunition and weapons components and to prevent such transfers, including through cooperation based on bilateral agreements.

-- Share best practices, including point of contact information, from their engagement with flag, port, transit, and origin states.

-- Engage with regional partners that have shared interests in preventing illicit flows of arms, ammunition and weapons components.

Coordinating military and law enforcement activities

-- Examine whether additional national assets might contribute to prevention and interdiction efforts.

-- Identify assets with responsibilities in existing missions as well as additional resources that could be made available.

-- Take action, to the extent that national legal authorities permit and consistent with international law, to support interdiction efforts. Such efforts may include inquiry, boarding, searching, stopping, seizing or other efforts necessary to prevent transfers of arms, ammunition and weapons components.

-- Encourage transit states to prevent suspected transfers and support such efforts as necessary.

Establishing a regular mechanism to review common efforts

-- Meet on a regular basis to review efforts and evaluate results. These meetings would be open to other governments prepared to support prevention and interdiction efforts.

-- Provide appropriate point(s) of contact for prevention and interdiction activities.

End Text.

7. (SBU) Deadline for Action and Points of Contact: Department would appreciate USNATO's briefing to the NAC to occur by June 1. Further information on this message can be obtained from T staff (Constantinos Nicolaidis) or NEA/RA (Mike Adler or Adam Vaccaro).
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1. (U) This is an action message. Please see paragraph three.

2. (SBU) Objective: To gain host government support for the
issuance of the program of action (paragraph five) at the
March 13 London meeting on Gaza smuggling interdiction.
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4. (SBU) Confirmation of delivery, any substantive comments from host governments, and/or posts' assessment of host governments' likely disposition on the text are requested by OOB Washington time March 10. Points of contact are NEA/RA Mike Adler and Adam Vaccaro and T Executive Assistant Costa Nicolaidis.

5. (SBU) Begin text Draft Programme of Action
PUBLIC ISSUANCE OF PROGRAM OF ACTION

NEA/RA: MJADLER -- 03/04/2009 202-647-1427
T:CNICOLAI DIS EUR/PRA M HARDIMAN LOES KBAUMERT DOD/OSD MDMONT
NEA/IPA JPECCIA EUR/ERA JGIAUQE EUR/NEB SWHELER EUR/WE CHUNTER
ISN/CPI TZARZECKI WHA/CAN/KRIOS P:RRANGASWAMY NEA/RA: AVACCARO

T: SOMULL

AMEMBASSY CAIRO, IMMEDIATE; AMEMBASSY LONDON, IMMEDIATE; AMEMBASSY PRAGUE,
IMMEDIATE; AMEMBASSY TEL AVIV, IMMEDIATE; USMISSION USNATO, IMMEDIATE;
USEU BRUSSELS, IMMEDIATE; AMCONSUL JERUSALEM, PRIORITY
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